POS solutions for your
business or station
Consolidate the operation of your station or business in the same process
with the modern and intuitive interface of our solution, developed
for the administration of sales in islands and / or stores and designed
especially to minimize operating times.

Complete operation
point of sale
for shops.

Integrated dispatch control
and fuel sales record from
store operation.

Configuration
hotkeys for
frequent products.

Multiple support
payment methods.

PRODUCTS
ATIO International is a company that integrates solutions using the best products from the most
recognized brands on the market and provides access to practically any technology necessary to bring
a gas station to the highest standards of technological demand.

FORECOURT POS

PC POS

Our simplest solution to manage the point of sale in full
service gas stations in the sale of fuels. Our integrated
point-of-sale software on a small, low-cost VeriFone
wireless terminal is the ideal solution for managing
payments, fleets, and loyalty systems on the dispatch
island.

A solution specially designed for prepaid attention in the
sale of fuel. This solution integrates all the hardware and
software required to operate a convenience store with
mixed dry and fuel operations. Ideal for the station that
needs to manage prepaid fuel collection and C-store sales
from a single location.

AUTO POS

STANDALONE POS

A specially designed solution for typical prepaid selfservice fuel operation.
ControlGas® Auto-POS allows the system to process
all kinds of automated billing procedures. For all those
countries that require a ticket per transaction, this
solution offers an automated task to manage the invoice
of the voucher.

The ideal solution for processing transactions on
ControlGas® Fleet and Loyalty servers from stations that
do not have a ControlGas® POS or other certified Point of
Sale solution. Minimize the deployment time of your new
fleet and loyalty programs by immediately distributing
ControlGas® Standalone POS and ensure you have the
best coverage in the shortest time possible

